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Statement of Proposal − Venture Southland

I support option 1: That Venture Southland becomes a Council Controlled Organisation (CCO).

However, I believe there are many issues that must be corrected in the new structure, in order for
ratepayers to get good value for money and for Southland to get the benefits that it needs and deserves
from Venture Southland. My support is conditional on the following.

1. Full disclosure: I understand that Venture Southland, as a CCO, will not be bound by
legislation to disclose information, as it is currently. Much of the funding for Venture Southland
will continue to come from Southland ratepayers. To ensure that ratepayers get the information
they deserve, Venture Southland should have a policy o f full disclosure.

2. Spread benefits or remove subsidisation: Currently, the benefits from Venture Southland
activities are not spread evenly amongst various sectors in Southland. For example, a big winner
is tourism while manufacturing obtains little benefit. Despite this, rates are evenly struck, which
results in some ratepayers subsidising others. There is no reason to believe this situation will
change in the future, unless the board directs that Venture Southland include all sectors equally
in its efforts. If this does not happen, I believe it would be fair for the Council to implement a
differential rating on different sectors, based on the benefits they are likely to receive.

3. Fund for approved projects: Currently, Venture Southland is bulk−funded from Councils
(around $3.5 million per annum) and the funding is increased by inflation. This does not take
into account Venture Southland's needs or the projects it is going to undertake and it is
potentially wasteful. Councils and the Joint Shareholders Committee should set Venture
Southland's strategy and projects supporting the strategy should dictate funding.

4. Judge on performance: Currently, Venture Southland reports on activities, not outcomes, so it
is impossible to measure its value to Southland ratepayers. Venture Southland must be judged on
its performance and funding should be conditional on performance.

5. Provide public services that will not otherwise be undertaken: The proposal states that as a
CCO, Venture Southland will provide public services for the community that the community
could not undertake itself It is critical that Venture Southland adheres to this principle. Venture
Southland should support local businesses, not compete against them, as they have done in the
recent past.

6. Support Southland: Venture Southland can and does award contracts outside of Southland,
even though local capabilities exist. There should be a policy o f buying local, unless the price is
excessive, for example, more costly than say 10%.

7. Better governance: I believe that laissez fair governance and a consequent lack of
accountability have allowed practices to develop within Venture Southland that have resulted in
the organisation being less effective for Southland than it should be. It is imperative that
shareholders and the Joint Shareholders Committee take a greater interest in Venture Southland
in the future than Councils have in the past. These practices can be eliminated and Venture
Southland can achieve more for Southland if its Statement o f Intend is developed as it should, if
new directors are chosen for their knowledge and skills (rather than for political reasons) and if
those directors govern to the very high standards of care and diligence expected of them.

I support the concept o f Venture Southland but believe there have been aspects o f its operation over the
years that hav resulted in it providing fewer benefits to Southland than it should have. I believe the
restructuring f Venture Southland will improve governance and provide the strategic direction that the
o r a n i s t i e e d s in order for Southland to benefit.

Dave Iian
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SUBMISSION − VENTURE SOUTHLAND RESTRUCTURING

This submission is to support the status quo of Venture Southland's current
structure with some changes to improve value for money and transparency.
I do not support Option 1 for reasons outlined below.

The entire Statement of Proposal is based on spurious reasoning and appears to
have been cut and pasted from elsewhere. It lacks detail, and indicates a lack of
understanding of Venture's current structure.
The Statement of Proposal lists several "benefits and costs" (pages 6−7) of
placing Venture into a separate entity. These are poorly worded, backed by little
or no justification or explanation, and suggest nothing that would improve the
current structure. My comments on these "benefits and costs" are as follows,
and form the substantive base of my submission:

1. Improved commercial focus − operating a company with a
professional board o f directors

This is a spurious benefit, but an greater added cost. Council−appointed
directors, with all due respect to them, have added little apparent value to other
CCOs. The costs, on the other hand, are substantial.

Proposed directors' fees, for example, are not quantified in the statement of
proposal.

It does not logically follow that an improved commercial focus will come from
having a professional board of directors.

2 . Maintaining accountability to stakeholders via a CCO would
be more effective and efficient than staff being employed
direct by Councils

Again, this is a spurious and confusing claim. How does someone's employment
status make accountability more effective?

Accountability to stakeholders is an interesting concept − nowhere in this
document is mentioned accountability to ratepayers who fund the stakeholders.

3. Administration efficiency − As a joint committee o f three
councils, Venture Southland is bound by a variety o f internal
policies and reporting lines. Under a new entity the
organisation would have would a clear, single reporting line
for day to day operations, and would be subject to a single,
agreed set o f policies.

PADDY LEWIS I P 0 BOX 7084 INVERCARGILL I TEL: 027 487 1360
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Again, this is another spurious benefit. A clear single reporting line and single
agreed set of policies could easily be created under Venture's current structure
without the need for a CCO.

4. Minimising risk − using an incorporated structure to insulate
a Council from liability for an activity or venture.

Risk can be minimized by leaving the structure as it is already. Venture should
be a facilitator, not an active investor or partner in commercial activities, and
certainly not in competition with the private sector.

. Empowering local communities − creating trust with a set
budget funded by the Council but managed by a community for
a specific purpose.

You must be having a laugh. How will a budget be "managed by a community"
under a CCO structure? The proposed Option 1 further disenfranchises
communities by placing another layer of concealment between the community
and transparency.

6. Enabling Council to access the best business and community
expertise for households and business.

This is an overt slap in the face for Venture, suggesting it currently does not
access this "expertise". It is also hard to see how changing to a CCO would
improve this "access" as there is so little information attached to the statement
of proposal.

7. Commercial sensitivity − Venture Southland conducts a
number o f research projects which are commercially sensitive
for the sponsoring organisations and for business. It would be
appropriate for this option to be available for the interests of
the district.

Did anyone read this statement of proposal before it was published? The
statement above makes little sense.
"It would be appropriate for this option to be available..." but then directly

above you already say it is.
What district are you talking about? Southland District? Do you mean the
Southland region? This lends some credence to the idea this statement has been
thrown together in haste with not much thought.

PADDY LEWIS I P 0 BOX 7084 INVERCARGILL I TEL: 027 487 1360
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8. Intellectual property − a separate entity is a more appropriate
structure for holding and commercializing intellectual
property and other intangible assets such as resource consents
and licences on behalf o f households and businesses in
Southland.

Venture seemed to have no problem in the past holding and potentially
commercializing IP for Crops for Southland or Topoclimate (for example).

If such opportunities arose in the future, then they would undoubtedly create
their own company structure. A CCO will make little difference.

And why would Venture be "holding and commercializing.. .resource consents
and licences on behalf of households and businesses in Southland"? If I had a
business that held a licence or resource consent, the last thing I would be doing
is handing it over to a Council−controlled organization. Again, this is spurious
reasoning and poorly constructed.

9. Limiting liability − the use o f a legal entity separate from
Councils will give more flexibility for Venture Southland and
Councils in relation to liabilities they are prepared to incur if
"ring fenced".

It may give "more flexibility", but as shareholders, the Councils and therefore
ratepayers will be still be liable for any losses. It is not a benefit.

1 0 . Smart buying processes for innovative business opportunities

This can occur under the current structure, and if it does not then questions
need to be asked about the procurement practices of Venture and probably the
constituent Councils as well.

CONCLUSION

The entire Statement of Proposal in support of Option 1 is based on fallacious
and confusing statements.
It is poorly written and lacks substantive justification. It smacks of a fait
accompli.

Option 2 − the existing Joint Committee of Councils − should continue.
The risks of increased costs, increased potential ratepayer liability and increased
lack of transparency by placing Venture into a CCO are too great.

PADDY LEWIS I PO BOX 7084 INVERCARGILL I TEL: 027 487 1360
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Venture can evolve under its current structure without having to change its
governance structure.
Venture can reduce administrative costs without having to change its
governance structure.
Venture can set up a clear single reporting line and single set of policies without
having to change its governance structure.
Venture Southland needs to change and become more efficient and effective in
some areas, but a CCO will not assist this change. A CCO will remove more
community oversight and control.

I wish to be heard in support of this submission.

Paddy Lewis

PADDY LEWIS I P 0 BOX 7084 INVERCARGILL I TEL: 027 487 1360
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Venture Southland Governance
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Federated Farmers of New Zealand
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SUBMISSION TO THE INVERCARGILL CITY COUNCIL ON PROPOSED
CHANGES TO VENTURE SOUTHLAND GOVERNANCE

WE WISH TO BE HEARD IN SUPPORT OF THIS SUBMISSION.
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Executive summary

1. Federated Farmers does not consider there has been sufficient consideration of the
funding of Venture Southland's activities to enable effective consultation on
potential governance options for Venture Southland.

2. Under the current funding model, the CCO structure further distance Venture
Southland from the ratepayers who provide the majority of the organisation's
funding. We believe it is insufficient to consider the governance structure of Venture
Southland without regard to how the organisation will be funded under any new
governance model.

3. The Morrison Low report highlighted a number of concerns around the funding of
Venture Southland, and the Consultation on the Governance Structure of Venture
Southland does not attempt to address any of these concerns. As a result, we are
neutral on Council's preferred options and recommend a further review of funding
prior to any change to governance structure. We recommend the three partner
councils specifically address the report's concerns around funding prior to any
changes to the Venture Southland governance model.

4. A review of Venture Southland's funding is necessary, because this has a direct
impact on the accountability, transparency, efficiency and equity of Venture
Southland's service delivery, and functions, which in turn impacts on the effects of
any changes to governance.

5. In particular there are a number of activities currently provided by Venture
Southland that are of direct industry benefit, or benefit to identifiable sectors of the
community. These activities should not be funded as public goods, as they are
currently.

6. Federated Farmers highlights Venture Southland's forecast increase in reliance on
the three partner councils as a funding source. Our concern is that any changes to
governance without consideration of the appropriate mechanism for funding these
services may further distance ratepayers from the funding they provide to Venture
Southland. Indeed we believe the increased reliance on council funding underlies
the need for any review of governance to incorporate consideration of funding.
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 Venture Southland is a joint initiative of Invercargill City, Southland District and Gore
District Councils, responsible for the region's economic development, tourism and
destination marketing and, in the case of Southland District, community development
initiatives.

1.2 Venture Southland undertakes some good work for the residents of the Southland
region. In particular the organisation plays an important role in regional advocacy, and
offers an important forum for the three territorial authorities to develop more efficient
delivery of regional goods.

1.3 Federated Farmers generally supports the intentions underlying Venture Southland, as
an agency undertaking appropriate functions at a regional level, rather than by the
individual territorial authorities. If structured and funded appropriately, Venture
Southland can indeed be a good example of positive cooperation and coordination.

1.4 The concern of Federated Farmers members in Southland is that Venture Southland is
not currently structured or funded appropriately, and both these aspects are relevant to
the current discussion on governance options for Venture Southland. Our member
concerns include:

• The efficiency and effectiveness of Venture Southland's service delivery;
• The transparency and accountability of Venture Southland as an organisation

largely funded through rates and community funding sources;
• Whether Venture Southland's services are truly 'public goods'.

1.5 Given these concerns, Federated Farmers views the current review of governance
arrangements as an important opportunity for the individual councils to ensure Venture
Southland delivers regionally focussed services in an effective, efficient and
accountable manner.

1.6 If funding of Venture Southland was structured to ensure it was sufficiently
accountable, operationally efficient and offered effective service delivery, the proposed
option of a Council Controlled Organisation (CCO) may be an appropriate governance
structure for Venture Southland into the future.

1.7 However, we do not believe there has been sufficient consideration given to the role of
funding as an accountability mechanism, nor has adequate consideration been given
to the nature of Venture Southland's activities or services and whether the current
funding model is appropriate.

1.8 Federated Farmers is therefore neutral on the various governance options. We believe
there are some genuine concerns to be addressed in regards to the way a CCO
structure may further distance the ratepayers of the three partner councils from the
substantial contribution the ratepayers make to Venture Southland operations.

1.9 Funding will be the key determinant of whether Venture Southland operates efficiently,
effectively and in a manner that reflects and recognises the organisation's reliance on
community funding through both rates and the Community Trust. We believe it is
insufficient to consider the governance structure of Venture Southland without regard
to the funding of the organisation.

1.10 As a result we recommend the three partner councils undertake a further review of the
appropriateness of funding options prior to any change to governance structure. We
outline our members' concerns around Venture Southland to this end.
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Recommendations:

• There has not been sufficient consideration given to the funding of
Venture Southland to enable effective consultation on its potential
governance options.

• Under the current funding model, the CCO structure further distance
Venture Southland from the ratepayers who provide the majority of the
organisation's funding.

• It is insufficient to consider the governance structure of Venture
Southland without regard to the funding of the organisation.

• We are neutral on Council's preferred options and recommend a further
review of funding prior to any change to governance structure.

2.0 The importance of funding as a consideration in this review

2.1 Federated Farmers considers the methods through which Venture Southland is funded
are the key mechanisms for determining the accountability, efficiency, effectiveness
and transparency of the organisation's service delivery.

2.2 These mechanisms do not currently exist. As currently structured, Venture Southland's
funding is essentially a lump sum commitment from the territorial authorities towards
Venture Southland activities. The Morrison Low report (the report) on Venture
Southland Governance options' summarises these concerns in respect to bulk
funding. The report notes:

• we note that the current bulk funding approach has some disadvantages.
This type of funding approach does not necessarily produce outputs that
have the most value for the Councils in delivering outcomes to their
constituents. ,2

2.3 The report further notes that (our emphasis):

"The present approach to funding Venture Southland has meant that Venture
Southland has been guaranteed a certain level of funding from each of the
Councils for a period of five and then six years. Venture Southland do not
appear to have been required to contest or negotiate for funding as part
of the Long Term Plan and Annual Planning process as do council
departments. Given this, the Councils lack the ability to constrain or
decrease expenditure in this area to the same extent that it can in relation to
other activity areas.3

2.4 Federated Farmers considers this is a critical concern to address prior to any change
in the governance of Venture Southland. The requirement to 'bid for' funding brings
with it a concomitant requirement to demonstrate value to those providing funding. We
agree with the Morrison Low report's findings that under the current funding
arrangements this is not the case, and our concern is that a change to a CCO
structure as recommended, without full consideration of the need to change funding
arrangements, will further reduce the need for Venture Southland to demonstrate
value.

2.5 Again, this was a concern identified in the Morrison Low report:

'Venture Southland Governance Options', November 2012
2 Morrison Low report, page 7.

Ibid.
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"Disadvantages (of CCO structure): ... Current bulk−purchase approach
reduces council smart−buyer capacity except where the services are
purchased under specified contracts".4

2.6 To achieve equitable and efficient outcomes, it is important that the funding of Venture
Southland's individual activities/services reflect the private/public good characteristics
of those activities/services. It is reasonable that public money is used to fund activities
to the extent those activities provide public benefit. However, where there is significant
private benefit the funding for these activities should reflect this. This is particularly the
case where Venture Southland is undertaking work for commercial, profit making
operations, or where the direct beneficiaries of these activities are identifiable. In such
situations, user charges are more appropriate.

Recommendations:

Federated Farmers highlights the concerns around funding of Venture
Southland, as outlined in the Morrison Low report.
We recommend the three partner councils specifically address the
report's concerns around funding prior to any changes to the Venture
Southland governance model.

3.0 Venture Southland's service provision

3.1 The consultation document on the Governance Structure for Venture Southland
outlines a statement of proposal for Venture Southland's activities. The relevant
section is summarised in Appendix 1: Statement of Proposal on Venture
Southland activities.

3.2 Most notably, the statement of proposal outlines that Venture Southland under the
proposed new CCO structure will "provide local public services for the community that
the community could not undertake itself."

3.3 Federated Farmers disputes the assertion that Venture Southland's activities currently
meet these requirements. A review of Venture Southland's "Action Plan for
Development 2012−2013" indicates that a large proportion of the organisation's
activities should not be considered 'public goods', rather they are services for which a
large proportion of benefit is derived from specific and identifiable sectors of the
community.

3.4 The current funding approach does not accurately capture this direct benefit to
particular sectors of Southland. Where an activity provides direct benefit to a particular
commercial sector, it is effectively an excludable good, in that other ratepayers are
excluded from the same degree of benefit that accrues to those who do directly benefit
from the activity or service.

3.5 Federated Farmers considers these services to be more of an 'industry good' nature
than a pure public good (by definition non−excludable and non−rivalrous). This is
particularly the case for a large proportion of Venture Southland's Economic
Development activities, where the aim appears to be development of the regional
economy through the provision of supporting or ancillary services to various sectors.
This is not the provision of public goods.

[bid, page 14.
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3.6 Comparatively, individual farmers and the primary production sector as a whole
provide significant amounts of funding to various industry good bodies to undertake
similar promotion, or industry good' research, development and advocacy. These
bodies are also overseen specifically by industry representatives, to ensure alignment
between output, strategic direction and funding.

3.7 The result of this disconnect between benefit received from a service and the
contribution to funding for that service is an increase in demand for the service
provision from those directly benefitting, without regard for the costs associated, and
without the same efficiency and accountability mechanisms that exist in a working
'market' for similar services.

3.8 Where Venture Southland delivers a private good, but is funded through the public
purse and can effectively subsidise service provision, this serves to 'squeeze out'
prospective private sector work in this area, in turn stifling innovation and efficiency.

3.9 As discussed in the introduction to this submission, there are certainly areas where
Venture Southland has a role to play as a regional agency working for the regional
good, where the individual partner councils would otherwise be expected to provide
these services. However, the current range of services provided by Venture Southland,
particularly those aimed at economic development, go beyond this brief.

3.10 Federated Farmers outlined many of these areas of expenditure in a 2012 submission
to the Venture Southland draft Action Plan for Development 2012 −2013. These are
outlined in Appendix 2: Current Venture Southland activities with significant private or
industry good components.

Recommendations:

• That Venture Southland undertake a range of activities which provide
direct industry benefit, or benefit to identifiable sectors of the
community. These activities should not be funded as public goods.

• That any changes to the governance structure of Venture Southland
incorporate changes to funding for these activities.

4.0 Funding projections

4.1 Federated Farmers has long been concerned with the significant proportion of Venture
Southland that is derived from rates funding, and we are concerned that Venture
Southland's reliance on council and community funding is forecast to increase further.

4.2 The Projected Statement of Comprehensive Income from Venture Southland's "Action
Plan for Development 2012−2013" demonstrates that in 2012/13 Venture Southland's
total funding revenue was forecast at $5.13 million. Of this total revenue, 66.8 percent
was sourced from the three partner councils, 7.75 percent sourced from the
Community Trust of Southland, and 25.8 percent sourced from actual cost recoveries.

4.3 Comparative budgets for the previous year (2011/12) contained within the same
document indicate an increased reliance on councils as the funding source for Venture
Southland activities. In 2011/12 (estimated) Venture Southland indicated total funding
revenue $5.39 million, of which 62.6 percent was sourced from the three partner
councils, 7.55 percent from the Community Trust of Southland, and 29.83 percent
through cost recoveries.
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4.4 The reduction in funding estimated to be sourced through cost recoveries between
2011/12 and 2012/13 (a reduction of over 4 percent) and increased reliance on the
three partner councils should give cause for concern, particularly given the concerns
outlined in the Morrison Low report. Based on the forecasts in the "Action Plan for
Development 2012−2013" this trend is to increase. By the 2015/16 year the Action Plan
forecasts total revenue at $5.44 million. Of this revenue it is forecast that 67.9 percent
will be sourced from the three partner councils, 7.87 percent from the Community Trust
of Southland and 24.6 percent through actual cost recoveries.

4.5 Federated Farmers is concerned that this trend is potentially indicative of the lack of
value perceived from Venture Southland activities, and certainly an indication that
Venture Southland may regard the three partner councils and the Community Trust of
Southland as a relatively easy source of funding compared to recovering costs directly
from those sectors and organisations benefitting from Venture Southland service
provision.

4.6 We also believe that this relative increase in reliance on council derived funding
relative to cost recovery, with no significant or accountable requirement to demonstrate
efficiency of service delivery to the ratepayers ultimately underlines exactly why direct
financial accountability mechanisms must be implemented in the event of any new
governance structure for Venture Southland.

Recommendations:

Federated Farmers highlights Venture Southland's forecast increase in
reliance on the three partner councils as a funding source.
That this increased reliance demonstrates the relative ease of council
funding compared to direct cost recovery; this underlines the need for
any review of governance to incorporate consideration of funding.

5.0 About Federated Farmers

5.1 Federated Farmers welcomes the opportunity to comment on the proposed changes to
governance for Venture Southland.

5.2 Federated Farmers of New Zealand is a voluntary, member−based organisation that
represents farming and other rural businesses. Federated Farmers has a long and
proud history of representing the needs and interests of New Zealand farmers.

5.3 The Federation aims to add value to its members' farming businesses. Our key
strategic outcomes include the need for New Zealand to provide an economic and
social environment within which:

Our members may operate their business in a fair and flexible commercial
environment;

• Our members' families and their staff have access to services essential to the
needs of the rural community; and

• Our members adopt responsible management and environmental practices.
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Appendix 1: Statement of Proposal on Venture Southland activities

The following is taken from the consultation document on the Governance Structure for
Venture Southland, page 2, in respect to Venture Southland's proposed activities:

Local Public Services
The CCO will provide local public services for the community that the community
could not undertake itself.

It will:
Promote Southland as a quality destination for visitors, skilled migrants,
investors, students, conferences and events and assist with destination
management and visitor industry development including the development review
of strategies initiative to improve and enhance lifestyle opportunities in the
Southland Region.

Provide opportunities for diversification, employment and business growth in
Invercargill and Southland and ensure a Southland−wide coordinated approach.

Assist with the delivery of promotional activity, strategy initiatives around product
development and destination marketing for both industry and community benefits
so the community enjoys the economic benefits.

Support a local public service in partnership to assist with the delivery of
economic development opportunities, skills in a capacity both strategic industry
and community based level.

Provide the most cost effective manner of providing the above activities for
households and businesses.
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Appendix 2: Current Venture Southland activities with significant private or industry
good components

For both equity and efficiency purposes, it is important that the funding of individual activities
reflects these private/public good characteristics. It is reasonable that public money is used
to fund activities to the extent those activities provide public benefit. However, where there is
significant private benefit the funding for these activities should reflect this. This is
particularly the case where VS is undertaking work for commercial, profit making operations.

These activities include the following (taken from the draft Action Plan for Development
2012−2013):

• Oil, gas and lignite resources exploration development
• New industry development associated with Southland's Silica Resource
• Electricity infrastructure for proposed large scale developments
• Support the lower South Island grid development
• Encourage export and import trade via South Port
• Primary production processing and marketing
• Food production and processing
• Encourage innovative industrial design
• Business training and business assessments
• Joint venture initiatives to service major industry
• Investigate commercial investment opportunities in new commercial premises
• Exporter database and opportunities profile
• Business case and feasibility studies
• Film opportunities
• Export and freight consolidation
• Food processing and production
• Trade and Consumer shows
• Online and Digital Marketing information
• Industry/Promotions Group Liaison
• Regional Tourism Industry Forums
• Cruise Ships
• Adding value to existing product
• Itinerary development
• Discover Fiordland
• Retail
• Market Research
• Food − Local Cuisine
• Joint Venture industry promotion − Conference bidding and marketing
• Joint Venture industry promotion − event marketing

15
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QOL

Note; − I would appreciate the opportunity to speak to this submission

162a, Chelmsford Street,
INVERCARGILL

9810
swallowz@xnet.co.nz

SUBMISSION TO INVERCARGILL CITY COUNCIL
Venture Southland Governance Re−Structuring.

I have no doubt that this proposal will be greeted with some amazement by the
ratepayers who come to learn of it at this late stage.

Considering that this matter was first dealt with in a 'Public Excluded' Session as
part of the February 26 Finance and Policy committee then again in the same
manner at the March 5 Council meeting, little information around this issue has
become available.

The Statement of Proposal final saw light of day on March 19 opening for
submissions between 23 and 26 April. At no time however has this been discussed
in open session by councilors, meaning that we have no way of knowing the
strength of feeling held by our individual representatives for this possible change.

Something to be debated during the election campaigns.

This organizational re−structure has been prompted, apparently, by the fact that a
new Funding Agreement for Venture Southland has become due.

I suggest that the real issue here is not Option 1 or 2 but do the funders
(ratepayers) want to carry on into the future contributing to Venture's activities?

To go to this next stage without first establishing a mandate to continue to operate,
is simply taking ratepayer approval for granted and something which may prove not
to be the case.

The proposal should be re−structured to addresswhether;−A)

Do the ratepayers agree to continue funding Venture Southland? YIN.

B) If Yes should Venture Southland continue to operate; − 1) Under the present
Governance system? YIN. or 2) As a Council Controlled Organisation. YIN.

The governance discussion would continue in light of these answers.

I am against the proposed changes to the governance structure of Venture
Southland. The present Joint Council control works well, if not perfectly, and operates in
a similar manner to the other standing committees which I follow.

No clear or convincing facts accompany this proposal making any decision a step in
the dark. Under the present system I can and do receive copies of the Agendas of
upcoming meetings containing the reports and financial returns for the period covered
also its meetings are for the most part, open to the public.
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These agendas also contain running records of projects proposed, undertaken, their
progress and completion, together with their budgets and expenditure.

Should I develop a particular interest in any of these I am at liberty, with prior
notice, to express my views to the meeting. The public are also encouraged to contribute
to the Annual Plan process.

None of which is available from the current crop of C.C.O.'s. More not less
transparency should be the driving motivation of all our councils' activities.

My reading of the Statement of Proposal suggests that the new body would be at
arms length from any public participation, influence or involvement. A very sobering
thought indeed.

The decisions/ opinions of the Advisory Board, which is where the elected
representatives are 'stationed', are not binding on the Board of Directors who could be
motivated by the 'best interests' of the company rather than the social implications on the
community they affect.

Have the democratic principles of 'He, who pays, has the say' suddenly become
unfashionable? Which begs the question who promoted and prepared this programme −
and why?

This is demonstrated by the performance of E.I.L. which is driven by the need to
produce the maximum return on asset (Profit), as against considering the punitive effect
its line charges have on its captive customers. E.I.L's line charges made up 23% of my
latest power account.

I would also like to point out that Queenstown Lakes District Council has recently
decided to abolish two of its C.C.O.'s (Events), because, among reasons, of their doubtful
performance, something which the Councilors may feel inclined to follow up on in detail.

Probably only coincidental but the fact that the Queenstown council is proposing a
nil rate increase for the coming year tends to suggest a case of 'cause and effect'.

As a ratepayer who has become disenchanted by, and disenfranchised from, the
present group of council companies, 1 am firmly against the creation of another one.

The time has come to again subject the cost and social benefits of Venture
Southland to an independent! outside appraisal similar to that carried out during the
Matt Hoskins tenure of the then Enterprise Southland, by a group from Dunedin
University.

This led to some changes in basic practices and operation.

Thank you for considering my comments which I hope to expand on during the
hearings.

Alan Swallow.

Ph 217−4759
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From: Kylie Fowler [mailto :c.teauwoosh.co. nz]
Sent: Friday, 26 April 2013 4:39 p.m.
To: Customer Services
Subject: Fw: Venture Southland CCO statement of proposal

6,

oo3

My apologies; I wish to speak on my submission between 12.00 and 3.15 if
possible.

OriginalMessage−−−−−−−From:

Kylie Fowler
Date: 4/26/2013 4:37:35 PM
To: serviceicc. govt. nz
Subject: Venture Southland COO statement of proposal

I do not support our council allowing or supporting Venture Southland to
become a COO.

I believe it will make it less transparent and allowing the CCO to pay
Director's fees means less oversight for the rate payer.

I would like to know if meetings and/or workshops would be open to the
public if this is approved?

Will agenda and minutes be available to the public?

Will everything held by Venture Southland staff be subject to LGOIMA?

Without assurances that this a) saves money and b) improves
transparency and effectiveness I vehemently OPPOSE it.

Regards

Kylie Fowler
322 Gore Street
Bluff 9814
2128889
motupohue@mail.com
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